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Gusu yo Chu Uganabira 
Wanne Hidcnori diyai Yamato tu Chugoku nu edankai an Uchina kara cha-bitan. Chu ya Kokuren utoi watta Shima nu hanashi ga nain diyai ippe yurukuro bin. j : Nifedebiru,  Madam Chair. 

Thank you very much, Madam Chair, My name is Hidenori Chinen, I came from  Okinawa which is located between Japan and China. I am grateful  that the United Nations gives me this opportunity to speak about my homeland, Okinawa, which used to be called Ryukyu. 
First of  all, issues on education and languages in Okinawa greatly depend on their own history. The Ryukyu Kingdom was unified  in 1429, but it was invaded in 1609 by the Satsuma Clan, which was the southernmost fiefdom  of  Japan. My country was then unilaterally annexed by the Japanese government in 1879. Since then, under its strict assimilation policies, the Japanese government has relegated all of  the Okinawan languages to the status of  being merely the 'Okinawan dialect of  the Japanese language.' The government has since actively compaigned to eliminate this dialect completely, which it did only in Okinawa prefecture. Furthermore, as late as the l96os, the government promoted a policy to wipe out the Okinawan languages by using what was called 'Hogen Fuda'. This was a sign that Japanese teachers would force students to hang around their necks. On it was written, 'I used a forbidden  dialect1. I remember when this happened to me, too. When I was 5th grade, my friend  gave me "Hougen Fuda". I threw it away because I couldn't betray my friends.  I reseived punishment instead of  betraying my friends. Because formal  teaching of  the Okinawan languages was forbidden  to the younger generations, die languages are in danger of  dying out 
We would like to request from  the Japanese government first  an apology to the Okinawans for  the on-going policies aimed at eliminating the Okinawans languages. Second, the Japanese government has a responsibility to adopt a new educational policy to revive the Okinawan languages as follows:  to guarantee Okinawan children the opportunity to team the Okinawan languages within the official compulsory education system as an elective subject, and to train teachers to teach the Okinawan languages as well as to establish training facilities  as soon as possible. Finally, we propose that UNESCO undertake a past and current study regarding the impact of assimilation policies on indigenous languages. In my last word, if  you permit me Madam Chair, I would like to introduce our beautiful  words which need for  all human beings. It means 

"When the people meet each other, we will become all brothers & sisters at once." I need all participants' coopration, please repeat after  me. 
" ICHARIBA CHO-DE." 
There are a lot of  Okinawans all over the world. If  you meet them, say "Ichariba Cho-de" to them. 

Thank you for  all. Thank you Madam Chair. 
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